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They watched Danilo Silva for days before they finally grabbed him. He was living alone, a quiet life

on a shady street in Brazil; a simple life in a modest home, certainly not one of luxury. Certainly no

evidence of the fortune they thought he had stolen. He was much thinner and his face had been

altered. He spoke a different language, and spoke it very well.But Danilo had a past with many

chapters. Four years earlier he had been Patrick Lanigan, a young partner in a prominent Biloxi law

firm. He had a pretty wife, a new daughter, and a bright future. Then one cold winter night Patrick

was trapped in a burning car and died a horrible death. When he was buried his casket held nothing

more than his ashes.From a short distance away, Patrick watched his own burial. Then he fled. Six

weeks later, a fortune was stolen from his ex-law firm's offshore account. And Patrick fled some

more.But they found him.
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I don't know how The Partner by John Grisham has escaped me for so long as this is one of his

earlier books. It has the action packed, conspiracy laden plot that we have come to expect from him.

I read this 480 page book in less than 24 hours. While it was entertaining and suspenseful, I knew it

was impossible for one character to have everything figured out.Patrick Lanigan is a partner in a law

firm in Biloxi Mississippi when he is killed in a fiery car crash. He is burned beyond recognition, and

his remains are cremated and then buried. But when several weeks later, 90 million dollars goes

missing from his law firm, Patrick becomes the chief suspect. Four and a half years later, Patrick is



discovered living in Brazil, and is captured and tortured by some disreputable characters who are

working on behalf of the companies that were bilked of their millions, including two insurance

companies. Patrick does have the money, although he doesn't know the exact location of it. But he

also knows a terribly powerful secret that can bring many people crashing down if the information

was to be made public. The Partner becomes a literary game of chess as Patrick uses this

information while bargaining with the FBI, the Justice Department and Harrison County Law

Enforcement.But while The Partner is entertaining, it is totally unbelievable. First, Lanihan has

managed the almost perfect crime, and there are just too many coincidences to be realistic. He

becomes an expert at disappearing, becomes proficient in a new language, masters electronic

surveillance, tackles offshore banking, learns to hide money, creates gasoline bombs, and a host of

other skills.
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